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The BlockID Blockchain Ecosystem offers significant benefits for employee authentication:

BlockID Workforce leverages the BlockID Blockchain Ecosystem

POWERED BY DISTRIBUTED
LEDGER TECHNOLOGY
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Distributed Ledger

Privacy Layer on Top of Ethereum

Eliminates intermediaries - No centralized entities are needed to facilitate processes as smart contracts
warehouse process logic.
Provides Safer Communication and Data Integrity - Encrypted messages and the application of the hash
function at record keeping level ensures communications associated to ID proofing and authentication are
safe and trustworthy.
Reduces Single Point of Failures - The decentralized private distributed network increases the robustness of
the system and ensures its continuous operation without interruption.

The Distributed Ledger:

Stored Data is Encrypted - Each file associated to users' identity, and all of the blocks within it, is given a
unique fingerprint also called cryptographic hash.
Visibility - Each node stores only content that matters, plus some indexing information that helps figure out
which node is storing what.
Secure Accessibility - When user's authentication is requested, the network finds the nodes that are storing
the content associated to the user behind the file's hash.
Peer-to-Peer Authentication - Users can authenticate seamlessly with their employer's parent company, for
example. 

The IPFS Protocol for Data Storage:

Accuracy - Automated contracts deliver what their code is supposed to deliver and that's it.
Security - Smart contracts employ the highest level of data encryption currently available.
Speed and Efficiency - Authentication requests are executed instantly.
Guaranteed Outcome - Parties implicitly commit themselves to operate by the rules of the underlying code.

Privacy Layer on Top of Ethereum to Leverage Smart Contracts:

Verifiable Credentials

BlockID Blockchain Ecosystem
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BlockID Workforce
Contact-Free Authentication
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No passwordless identity solution offers greater compliance than 1Kosmos BlockID
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Powered by Biometrics and the BlockID Blockchain Ecosystem for Employee Authentication
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BlockID Blockchain Ecosystem: Users' credentials cannot be stolen, borrowed, hacked.

1Kosmos BlockID (1) eliminates the central storage database of usernames and
passwords, and (2) removes any risk of lost, borrowed, or stolen credentials. 

Reduce the operational and economic costs of storing and resetting passwords,
relieve IT and helpdesk support, save up to $70 per password reset

BlockID Workforce and BlockID Blockchain Ecosystem - How It Works?

Step 1 A user enrolls his/her attributes and biometrics with the BlockID Workforce app.
The data is pushed to the BlockID Blockchain Ecosystem.

Step 2 A smart contract is triggered and executed.

Step 3
Once validated, the user's data is stored inside a block in each node of the
digital ledger.

Step 4
Each time the user requires authentication to access his/her employer's system
or app, a smart contract is triggered and executed to grant the user access.

BlockID Workforce stores Biometrics data in a Distributed Ledger
ONE REASON: A Distributed Ledger is virtually unhackable

Anything less than that regarding the protection of personal data would be
utterly unacceptable...

Reverse engineering the hashed block and making a change to the
transaction data contained within.
Taking control simultaneously of more than 51% of the total computing
power (nodes) of the whole network.

Once a transaction has already been sealed into a block and added to the
ledger, tampering with it is close to impossible, because it would require:
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